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Prime Minister of Pakistan is Urged to Make Gen. Bajwa Field Marshal
The answer is not rocket science

London , 17.02.2021, 22:50 Time

USPA NEWS - Prime Minister of Pakistan is Urged to Make Gen. Bajwa Field Marshal 
 
Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare campaigner is lobbying and urging the Prime Minister of
Pakistan Imran Khan, to bestow the title of “˜Field Marshal´ on the Pakistan Army Chief of Staff General Qamar Javed
Bajwa. Shazada Hayat said, on 16 January 2021 the Global Firepower index declared and acknowledged that Pakistan armed force
is amongst the top 10 most powerful military fire power in the world. This is mind boggling when you compare the other most powerful
military countries in the top 10. The USA has a military budget of $600billion, Russia $64billion, Japan $401billion, China $178billion,
France and United Kingdom $605billion, India $£90 billion and yet Pakistan has only $9billion. This clearly shows the phenomenal
achievement made by the Pakistan Army, Navy and Air Force Chiefs.

Many powerful countries with military budgets of $60billion are still not in the elite top 10 most powerful military nations in the world. In
comparison the annual Indian military budget is $90billion and Pakistan military budget is only $9billion. What is remarkable despite
this tiny budget in comparison to others, Pakistan has still managed to achieve being among the top 10 elite and powerful armed
forces in the world. In order to understand the gravity of the achievement of Pakistan military chief´s one has to imagine what if
Pakistan had the Indian military budget of $90billion and India had only the $9billion Pakistan budget, where would India be.

On these statistics India would most certainly not be in the top 10; but in fact, would be at number eighty in the world ranking between
1-100. India is an economic giant and in terms of population of approximately 1.5 billion and geographically three times bigger than
Pakistan. For Pakistan to achieve being amongst the top 10 most powerful military in the world is just beyond comprehension. The
world military analysts and military think tanks are perplexed and bewildered as to how Pakistan military, with such a fraction of a
military budget, still managed to achieve the coveted position to be amongst the top 10 most formidable and powerful military armed
forces in the world, said Shazada Hayat.  

The answer is not rocket science. What gives the Pakistan armed forces the greatest motivation and phenomenal morale is their belief
in three fundamental points. One is that before any military strategy books Pakistan military follows first and foremost the Quran the
book of Allah (God) and the preaching of Prophet Muhammad ï·º. The second is whenever the Pakistan soldier enters any battle, he
enters with the courage of the Pakistani armed force Patron Saint Hazrat Ali (RA) and The Battle of Karbala in their hearts. The third
point in every Pakistan soldiers´ heart and mind are the immortal words of the founder of Pakistan Quaid-E-Azam Muhammad Ali
Jinnah who said after the creation of Pakistan, “There is no power on earth that can undo Pakistan“�.

The achievement of Pakistan´s Air Force has propelled the Pakistan fighting machine in the air to be amongst the world´s formidable.
The credit for this goes to the Pakistan Chief of the Air Staff Air Marshal Mujahid Anwar Khan. The Pakistani nation is also proud of
the remarkable achievement in recent times of the Pakistan Navy, which has emerged to be a force to be reckoned with and has its
own nuclear defence capability. The credit goes to the Pakistan Chief of Naval Staff Naval Admiral M Amjad Khan Niazi.

The Pakistan Inter-Service Intelligence is recognised as the most feared and formidable intelligence service in the world, which has
most certainly played an integral role and has been instrumental in taking Pakistan armed force from strength to strength, in
particularly to achieve the status of being amongst the world´s 10 most powerful military nations. The credit goes to the great
leadership of the DG ISI General Faiz Hameed who is seen as the future Pakistani Army Chief of Staff. The nation salutes and
expresses their heartfelt gratitude to DG ISI General Faiz Hameed.  
  

The Pakistan Army the nation´s land force, is amongst the most feared ground fighting machine in the world. The army is a strong
believer in the three principles, just as the other military establishment in particular believing there is only one option when entering into
the battle with the enemy, which is to annihilate the aggressor. Defeat is not an option. If they are unable to destroy the enemy, they
would rather be killed as they believe the greatest glory and honour is to lay down their life defending their beloved motherland



Pakistan. Pakistan Army Chief of Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa, is currently seen as the world´s greatest commander in chief who
has taken the Pakistan military to be amongst the 10 most powerful military powers in the world, which is amazing to say the least. The
Pakistan army chiefs´ message is categorically clear to any enemy of Pakistan, which is that Pakistan is a peace-loving nation which
must never be taken as a weakness.  

The Pakistan nation and the overseas Pakistani community commend with utmost pride and honour, The Lion of Pakistan Army,
General Qamar Javed Bajwa for his outstanding and remarkable achievement of taking Pakistan to be amongst the top 10 most
powerful military in the world. The prime minister of Pakistan Imran Khan is urged to bestow the ultimate army title of Field Marshal on
General Qamar Javed Bajwa as part of Pakistan´s glorious military history, said Shazada Hayat.  
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